Meet the pros who create graphics on TV shows and in film. A sign, fake magazine, product or drink the actor is holding in a scene was designed by one of us!

**THE JOKER, WARNER BROS: PROP**

**40 YEAR OLD VERSION, NETFLIX: PROP**

**EVIL, CBS: COSTUME**

**SNL, NBC: TITLES**

**GOD FRIENDED ME, CBS: BUS STOP SIGNAGE**

**SPECIAL EVENT FOR DESIGN STUDENTS**

**Zoom Info Session**

**Wednesday**

**October 21, 12:30PM**

**We’ll show you:**

A free 50 minute presentation of our work in the Art Department on TV shows and in films

**You will learn:**

- How we create set decoration, props or computer and phone screens
- Which software we use
- Departments we work with
- What you can do now to prepare for a career in film and TV production.
- Which skills help in preparing for success.
- Q and A to follow!